THE SECOND CIVIL WAR: MILTON AND KING CHARLES

77. Royalist Sentiment Still Pervasive
78. A Momentous Prayer Meeting
79. England for the King
80. The Battle of Preston
81. Pride's Purge
82. A Constitutional Revolution
83. The Trial of Charles I
84. Execution of the King
85. Milton Writes The Tenure
86. Milton as Latin Secretary
87. Milton's Reply to the Great Salmisius
88. The Battle of Dunbar
89. The Battle of Worcester
90. Milton and Mercurius Politicus
91. Milton’s Growing Renown
92. Milton in Total Darkness

MILTON UNDER THE PROTECTORATE
93. Dissolution of the Rump
94. Milton's Second Defence
95. Milton on the Vaudois Massacres
96. The Death of Cromwell
97. Dilemma of Richard Cromwell
98. Bridget Cromwell
99. For the Good Old Cause: Milton's Last Stand

MILTON IN THE RESTORATION
100. Milton Wanted by the King
101. Milton Arrested and Jailed
102. How Did Milton Escape?
103. The “Incomparable Lady Ranelagh”
104. Abuse of Commonwealth Heroes
105. Hugh Peters on the Scaffold
106. The Execution of Sir Henry Vane
107. The Plague in London: 1665
108. Milton at Chalfont St. Giles
109. Friends in the Jordan Churchyard
110. Milton Completes Paradise Lost
111. Milton and Raphael's Adam and Eve
112. Milton and the Tawny Lion
113. The Creation of Eve
114. Adam and Eve Expelled from Paradise
115. The Great Fire of London: 1666
116. The Publication of Paradise Lost
117. The Reception of Paradise Lost
118. The Publication of Paradise Regained and Samson
119. The Last Months of Milton’s Life